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Traditional approaches to organizational structure have provided little

insight into how structure might affect individual attitudes and behavior.

In 1965 Porter and Lawler reviewed literature relating structure to attitudes

and behavior and concluded that, while association's exist, much had.yet to

be done to explain why the observed patterns occur. Recently, Herman and

Hain (1972) and James and Jones (1976) have cometo the same conclusion.

Although relationships have been observed and although'there is widespread

belief that structure determines attitudes and behavior, there is little

theoretical detail describingyhy such relationships might exist., An excep-

tion, perhaps, is Huiln anci BloOd (1968): who postulated that at least orie:

structural dimension, specialization, affects attitudes (boredom) and bchav-

skillrequired by theijob and by

The mediating variable in their

for (absenteeism) by reducing the level of

decreasing the duration of the job eyelet

model is the perception of monotony.. At least two more general models have

beet4 presented. Indik (1968 has proposed a'model in which structural vari-

ables are viewed as contextual factors determining first group dynamici ans4_

then individual behavpr. James and Jones (1974 expanded on Indik's model"

by including additional factors such as sociocultural factors and the exter-
,

nal physical environment. In both of these models,-however,-traditional

structaldimensions (e.g., standardization specialization, formalization,"

etc.) are taken as given, and no additiOnal theoretical Insight is_provided

-to explain why these factors'are likely.to lend to individual level dif-

.

ferences in.sttitudes and,behaVior. The models, rather, appear to be

abnceptual organizing sghemes for arranging and associating the many

go?ies of variables which tight explain individual differences in behavior

and attitude.
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One reason why'traditionarstructural variables may be hard-pressed to

explain individual behavior could be due to the fact that they wore not con-

structed to explain such things. Most of the dimensions (e.g., formalization,

standardization, specialization, and, somewhat inappropriately, centrali-

zation (Mansfield, 1973)) were abstracted from Weber's writings. Yet Weber

was attempting to explain societal rather than individual level events.

Other traditional structural dimensions,what,Porter, Lawler, and Hackman

(1975) term "anatomical structure (e.g., size, shape, configuration)" seem

to have come out of scientific management where the concern lay with organi-

zational efficiency rather than with individuals per43e. There is no theo-

retical reason for limiting what is called structure to these historically
.

determined constructs. There also is no a priori reason for including these

variables in models directed toward understanding structural determinants

of individual behavior and attitudes. Given the difficulties associated with

bridging the gap between them'and individual phenomena, perhaps it is time

to take a step back and assess our conception of structure.' By entertaining

the possibility of redefining organizatotpn structure, it may be possible to

find a.may_around,(or a bridge over?) the chasm. This paper is dedicated:to

exploration.in search of such a route. By trying to develop a notion of struc-,.

4
ture sprecifically designed to help us understand individual attitude gad behav-e

\ A
for change, we may even come up with an approach which can incorporate the

traditional variables.

Communication and Interaction in Organizations

It is often salutary to walk shop floors and speak to the people who do

the work in American industries. Here thepre-conceptions about organIzatiok

structure are not conditioned by historical aCaddmic tradition., Complaints

4
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(often revolve around individual level phenomena; however, there is usually

a healthy appre:iation for structure. In a plant.I currently am studying,

most of the problems are-chalked p[f to "communication." Communication pro-

blems, of course, cover a Multitude of ailments, including interpersonal pro-

problema of .skill mix, the organization of work, and to on. We are

conditioned to view .these problems as symptoms of other problems, usually ones

we happen to have more knowledge about. However, there is a disturbingly

large residue of "communication" problems left over after the symptoms have

been allocated to traditional problem areas: In my plant, people say they

do not get needed information on time. Sometimes the people who seek out

advice talk to those who are in no position to know., Other times the experts.

are not in positions of influence; on st4i.l other occasions, those who have

formal influence are not provided with su icieht information to apply this

influence effectively. Such problems are difficult to allocate to more tra-

ditional substantive areas. As someone trained in a structuralist perspecr

I wo'nder why we have so little material dealing with communication struc-

ture or the structure.of,interactions in the workplace. Chester Barnard had
oa,

A good feeling for the centrality of communication'in organizations, even for'

organization theory&NHe stated, for example, that

In an exhaustive theory of,erganizations, communication
would occupy a central place, because the structure, ex-
tensiveness, and scope of the organization are almost
entirely determined by communication techniques. (1938,
p. 91)

Yet, almost Orty.years later, Porter and Roberts (1976) and Rogers and Rogers

(1976) correctly observe that communication has played only a marginal role in

organization-theory. Uhat is known has often been borrowed- from other dis-
,

diplines or areas. Because it is under-researched and because of its obvious

theoretical and practical significance, it is possible that communication can

5
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provide a bridge between individual and organizational level events. Com-

munication, after alit is what links individuals to their social context;

perhaps communication is the common denominator for social relations. In

any case, communication is as promising a place as any to start our search.

'fOr ways td con ect organization structure with individual attitudes and

behaviors.

Once commication is put in theAvotlig4, we find ourselves forced to

back off a bit from the traditional view of organization.structure. We must

take a broader view. One that comes to mind is often used to study social

(as opposed to formal) organizations. It defines structure as stable patterns

of relationships among social actors. Williams, for example, defines struc-

ture as "an appreciable-degree of regularity'and relationship.(1956:20)."

Smelser and Lipset define structure as "recurrent and regularized interactiOn

among two or more persons (1966; 2)." Recently; Rice and Mitchell, criticizir

traditional approvhes to structure in formal organizations, define structure

as "...a set of elements and their interrelationi....the elements of the struc-

ture are the individual persons who work in the organization, irrespective of

their formal positions or roles (1973.: 57)." Perhaps the most extensive use

of this general approach is found in March and Simon, who view structure as

consisting "...simply of those aspects of the pattern of behavior in the or-

ganization that are yelatively stable and that change slowly (1958: 70)."

4 Communication structure, under this definition, would refer to enduiing pat-

4

terns of communication behavior.

At this point, we run into difficulty. Structure Conjures up the image

.,

Of a social system, yet communication behavior in organizations is carried ou

Is individuals. The patterns of behavior, therefore, must somehow mirror sy:

tern properties. Communication structure appears to be a global property of 3
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social systems (Larsfeld and'Menzel, 1968);.yet its only concrete manifes-

tation is in individual behavior. We must be tare-fill to avoid misplaced con-
.

creteness. We must not attribute to the 'system what in actuality is simply

an aggregate of member characteristics. On way around this vroblem is to

view communication behaviors as essentially relationelhat'is; communication

and its'behavioralseferent,
interaction; Cannot be understood except in a

. social context.
Communication 1*-havior cannot be exhibited by indiViduals

alone; communication patterns are not attributes of individuals; rather,

they are properties of relationships among individual members of a social

system. Stable patterns of communication /interaction behavior, therefore,

are attributes of the 'system; they are not attributes of the members of that

system. Yet they can only be observed by observing individual behavior.

They are therefore the patterns themselves, the templates, Or wha March and

Simon (1958) call prograMs. Distinct from March and Simon, however, these

programs are social properties. Althodgh they may be stored in the heads of

individuals, these patterns are shared and essentially social rather than

dividual. They are the communication rules, norms if you or the4t"-

"deep structure" which underlies communication behavior.

It is extremely difficult to observe communication. Information usually

is an intangible; moreover, as Lou Pondy is fond of pointing out, communication

. probably covers much more than just the transfer of information. Capturing

the richness of the content of
communication, therefore, may be next toimpos-

Bible for researchers concerned with empirical comparative study. The cob-

servable referent for communication, therefore, must be interaction. Patterns

of interaction conjure up images,of networks describing who initiates inter-

action to whom, who receives interaction from whom, and. so forth. The picture

is reminiscent of sociegrams (Moreno et al., 1960)land lends itself to the

4
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sorts of variables described in graph theory (Harary, Normaa, and Cartwright,

1965). For example, one might be inclined to refer to the dePsity of an

interaction network oi to its interconnectedness- -the average number of steps

which must be traversed in order to connect the most removed and isolated

dividuals. This perspective also lends itself to descriptive variables which

Characterize individuals' places in the network. Rogers and Rogers (1976),

for example, refer to link pins, gatekeepers, liaisons, cosmopolites, cen-

trali0; and substitutability.
Davis,(1953) and Sutton, and Porter (1976),

identify roles in 4the,network such as initiator, relayer, terminator, and

isolator. Presumably, these also could be inferred from the interaction struc-

ture. .Little has come of graph theory, however, and sociometric measurements

have been limited almost exclUsively to small groups. Early attempts to. apply

these notions to organizations were promising (e.g. Jacobson; Seashore, and

Weiss, 1951); however, these were not followel up. Recently, however,-Laumann

and Pappi (1973) have applied this approach to the study of communities and
0

several researchers tied in one way of another with Michigan State have begun

0to re-apply it to organization studies, More importantly, perhaps, the Michigan

State researchers appear to have solved the technical probleis associated with

specifying sociometric networks for organizations which employ hundreds of

people (Rogers and Rogers, 1976). The approach seems promising and apparently

is gaining in the number of its adherents.
.

dommusication Patterns and Organization Structure

Our initial purpose was to find a4hejretical path linking organization

structure to individual attitudes and behavior. It may seem that we now have

strayed somewhat.' We started thinking that communications might offer an

acceptable bridge between these two domains, but we then looked in some detail
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at communications,and communication structure. To do this, we moved away

7

from the traditioaal apprOach'and redefined structure. ,To bring us back to

our initial focus, however, we ought"to begin to tie up this new perspective

with pore traditional notions. First, we will look at how classical struc-

tural variables might help describe communication patterns in, organizations.

Second, we will identify a few other types of networks and speculate about

how they might affect communication
patterns. Finally, we will look at how

these other networks might interact with communication or interaction netorks

to affect individual attitudes and"behavior.

Once communication patterns are viewed from the network perspective,

several of the traditional structural concepts become useful descriptors of
.0

,network characteristics. Formalization, for example, can be viewed as-the

.extent to which interaction/communication
behaviors are specified in written-,

rules and regulations.
Specialization might refer to the extent to which there

are communications specialists in the organization; a more intriguing possi-

bility, however, might be to view specialization as referring to the number of

discreet interaction clusters. It would them be a meapure of the extent to

Ix
which int action patterns in an organization are differentiated into mutually

intera ing subgroups_mbith have relatively few interactions with each other.

Standardization could refer to the "programmeddess" or stability of the inter-

action patterns, and centralizatiOn might refer to the location in the authority

network at which decisions to alter interaction (rep rtingn patterns are made.

Several of the anatomical structure variables also may be applied. For,instance,
'

six might refer to the number of participants in each interaction cluster,

'rather than simply to the .number of employees in organizationally defined sub-

units. Configuration might refer to the number of links the least connected

employees must treel to communicate with the employees who art most removed
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from them. Vertical differentiation could refer to the number f levels

which appear in the.communication network when tie network is cut from top

to bottom. Horizontal differentiation 'could re er to this same count when"'
1 ,

the network is cut cross-wise.

,Differentiation, size,
centralizatiqn, formalization, and the other

traditional variables 'seem to be'applicable to this new perspective. By

applying them heie, however, we alter their meaning. For,example,.speciali-

zation, standardization, etc.. no longer refer to all-aspects of organizational

life; rather, they become specific to the communication network or to others
.

.

.which might come under investigation.
These networks would,then constitute'

sebfystems, and it4would become possibleto view organizations'as being highly
.

.specialized or standardized with respect tosome, while being unspecialized

and unstandardized with respect to others: _Traditional concepts, tlierefore,

would not only'be
altered,conceptdhlly; they also would be refined to refer

to subsystems (networks)-rather
than to"the organizationlas a whole. These

changes do not seem to alter thebasic thrust or theoretical powerof the

traditional notions: By refining them and making them subsystem specific, it

may even be possible to resolve some of 'the difficult reliability and validity

, .

problems which plague this area of organization atudies(Dewar, Whetten,

and Boje, 19A; ?loch, Cammann, and Cooke, 1977).,
4

The possibility that traditional structural variables could be applied

to assess characteristicii of other networks suggests the possi lity that

the perspective outlined here for communication might be applied wholesale

to otherstructurel ,attributes of organijtions. Taking our cue from Cuetzkow

(1965), for example, we might identify status
networks,,friendship networks,

interdependence or expertise networks, influence networks, and so on..- These

networks are likely to have distinct properties. For example, expertise and

1 o
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status networks seem to involve one-way ordering§ of individuals; while corn-

-, municotion and friendship networks allow for two-way connections. This dif-

ferencc is analogous to the distinction between vector and,scalaf quantities.

Some networks are likely to order individuals in ways which inform the obser-

verabout relationships among those whq are not explicitly ordered. If per-

son A is of higher status than persoh B, and if person C is of higher status

than person t, then we could say that person C is of higher status than person

A. This sort of inference would not be possible with, say, friendship net-

works. If A and B are good friends and if B and C-are even better friends,

we cannot say that A and C are. the best of friends. NetwOrks may also be

distinct in the sort of traditional variables which.can be used to describe

them. It, does not seem appropriate, for instance, to asgess'the degree to
. ,

which friendship networks are formalized. Despite ,these sorts of differences,

hOwever, it seems praising to identify a nber of different types of net-

works and to view organization structure as composed of sets of networks.

While communication may be central, organizations are more than just comma-

cation systems.

DiMsent networks may have different effects' on individual .attitudes

and behavior. Employees' locations ih different nets is likely to determine

in part the problems they face, the inforiation they Have, the advice they

receive, and thnir ability to act in ways they deem appropriate. Networks,

however, are also likely to affect each other. Several examples of this

come to mind. nage, Aiken, and Marrett (1971) found strtfctural differenti-

ation (number of subunits in the organiiation) to be associated with the
la

relative frequt'nc of horizontal as opposed to vertical information flow.

Cargo and Yanouzas (1969) reported a negative relationship between the height

of. the formal structure (authority network?) and the speed of communications.

11
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IndividUalsri positions in networks al.;o may affect their. interaction behavior.

Simpson-0459) found that employees lower in the formal hierarchy were more

likely than higher-ups to engage in horizontal communication. Long ago, Blau,

and Scott (1962) found that employees often communicatedmith their peers

rather7than expose their ignorance td superiors. This potential problem

seem** reflected in O'Reilly and Roberts' (1974) finding that favorable in-
,

formation tends to move horizontally. 'One's positidnin the formal hierarchy,

therefore, is likely to determine in part how and with *horn one communicates.

Other relationships betweencommunication nets and other types of nets are

likely. 'For example, it would not.be surprising to find people in organi-

rations communicating more witIrtheir friends than with of erse The number

or even accuracy of such predictions; however, is not the main point herev
...... / &,

We are- primarily interested in establishing the likelihood that.different

// 'networki--andjemployeee positions in them--are tdaffect each other.

44e
-

C-

If...these networks in turn determine individual attitudes, and Behavior, idea-.

.

--N.'

. -d

tifying such'relationships is'going to be trucial if,..we are to achieve our/
A!,/ , / .

goal of,Understanding-struttNtal determinants of /04441dualAaverphentmens...4.-
e ..

,
. .

Different

,

networksay also interact-ta'affect individuals in
.

organi-
,

. ,

zations. Employee9 who depend upon others to provide the material thgy need,
f

-May find .themselves,' introuble if they(dO not or cannot - communicate with.those

upon whom they depend: If they communicate with their.friends, ratherJ,bATI,

e.

., .

those in appropriate positions with respect to then' in the workflows they
.

.
c . .

might get answers and advice;, however, they are unlikely:to resolve problems
.

when they arise: Simi'arly, they Might talk with thOse who have more-knoW-.

"ledge,than they do about problems they face. If these individuals are not 4

tAL.

appropriate positions in the influence network however, they may not be

able to help them: Positioh in networks, therefore, maybe liportint;

r

. ;

12.
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AINUHORtTY NETWORK
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1. Plant Manager
9. Production Foreman (sight shift)

2. Assistant Manager (day shift) '14. DistribaltNeForaMan (day shift)
3. Assistant Manager (night shift) 11. Distribution Foreman (night shift), .

4. Production Supervisor
12. Maintenance Foreman (day only)

5. Distribution Supervisor
13. Supplies 'oreman (day only)

6. Maintenance Supervisor
14. Officeldapager

7. Supplies Supervisor
15. Maintenance Department Supervisor

8. Ptoduction Foreman(day shift) 16. Union Officer, Maintenance Department

6
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FIGURE III
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however, simultaneous positions in multiple networks may he even more impor-

tant. For this reason, those who have ties to more than one group may provide

'critical,links between them. Even if such channels are infrequently used,

even if they are "Weak ties".(Granovetter, 1973), they may be vital ones.

Those who occupy critical points in multiple networks may be at least as cri-

tical as those who link clusters of participants within network types., I

recently came across an example of this in the plant I am studying. A com-

mittee was searching for a critical piece of information. All the authorities

had been consulted to no avail. One of the lower status members Of the com-

mittee was alerted to the problem and promptly provided the answer. It turns

out that she is married to one of the figures central to the issue at hand.

Let us use a fictitious case to illustrate the potential importance of

overlapping membersh;ps or connections in a more general way. Take the author-
-

ity network, the communication network, and the workflow interdependence net-

work as a case in point. Figure I details the authority network. The figure

describes what could be actual authority relations rather than just formal

ones. Our fictitious plant manager has two assistants, one for the day shift,

and one for the night shift. There are four departments in the plant: pro-

duction, distributic maintenance, and supplies. Each department has an

overalt supervisor who-reports to both assistant managers and to the plantk-

manager. Each ipartMent supervisor has two foremen; one for each shift.

These foremen supervise the activities of hourly employees. In addition to

this relatively simple arrangement, there is an office manager who supervises

record-keeping, personnel, etc. There also is a large maintenance department.
7.1

The maintenance personnel are tradesmen, while the prodhrtion and distribution'

employees operate machines which require relatiVely little skill. Maintenance

and supply also require little training or skill, and are relatively peripheral

16
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activities. Theisupervisor of the maintenance department reports to the

assistant managers and the plant,managers; however, his contact with them

appears to lie much less frequeftt than are those of the other supervisors.

Figure II presents interdependencies among employees which are esta-

blished by the organization of the work. Production.and distribution are

highly interdependent. The product being produced cannot be stored, so it

must-be prepared for distribution immediately after it is produced. A delay

in production means waste in distribution. Moteover, a problem in distri-

bution also can curtail production as the product accumulates on the line.

The production and distribution departments have their primary interdepen-
,

dies within shifts; however, failure of the distribution department on one

ihift to clear the product can cause problems for the next distribution shift.

Both production and maintenance depend heavily upon personnel in the mainte-

nance department. Production and distribution employ heavy machinery which

tends to break down or otherwise malfUnction. When the maintenance people

fail to repair the machinery immediately, the affected line department loses

valuable time. The entire production and distribution System can be affected.

By comparing Figures I and II, we already see some potential problems.
. .

For example, people' in pibduction and distribution report to different super.-

visors. The authority network is arranged at ninety degrees to the workflow

interdependence network. People who are interdependent du not report to the

same supervisor, and coordination, therefore, must involve communication

. among two or more supervisors. The interaction network, therefore; is

likely to be critical for understanding how this organization works. It is

presented in Figure III. Here, with the exception of the maintenance super-

. visor, interaction patterns are depicted as rather complete throug the first

tAree levels of management. The department supervisOrs, however, work during

17
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the first shift. They communicate directly with the day shift Maxon;

but the night shift foreman often is left with instructions frOm the day

foreman. The interaction between the department supervisor and the

night foreman in both the production and distribution departments is

minimal. Foremen, however, interact frequently within shifts, and the

increasing frequency of horizontal relative to vertical communication

observed by Simpson (1959) seems to occur at this level._ Interdepart-

mental interdependencies are managed mare by communication among foremen

than among supervisors. This makes the link between day shift foremen and
4

supervisors particularly critical, begause the supervisors are the only

ones in a position to solve on-going problems in a systematic way. Fore-
,

men, on the other hand, generally must manage
problems in ad hoc ways as

the problems arise.

Communication patterns among foremen appear to be even more critical,

because there is almost no cross - department interaction among lower-level

personnel in the production and distribution departments. The departments

are physically separated by a large wall, so even visual contact is absent.

In our fictitious plant, it is not unusual for foremen in production to

visit the distribution department for the first time- only after they joink

management. Such situations, incidentally, are not that`unusual in "real

life." But to get back to our fictitious case, because of these inter-

action patterns --considerable intra-department
interaction but almost no

o

inter-department contact--the links provided by the foreman became even

16

o

more crucial. Save fOr the occasional-Visits or calls by foremen in distri-

bution to foremen in production, the workflow interdependencies might not

be mandied at all. Department supervisors engage in scheduling and planning;

they talk primarily to day-shift foremen. First level personnel engage

1.8
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primarily in day-to-day work; they talk mostly to each other and on]y occa-

sionally to foremen. The foremen, therefore, seem to carry almost all the

burden of inter - departmental day-to-day coordination.

The simultaneous locations of foiemen at critical points in the inter-

dependence and communication networks highlights their importance. Foremen

in production and distribution have interaction patterns at least acceptably

`commensurate with theii location in the interdependence and authority net-
.

works. They generally get the information they need to manage interdepen-

dencies and to fulfill their job responsibilities: There are problems, and

the communication is thin and can easily break down, but the work generally

gets.done. The situation with the maintenance department,'however, is quite

different. The supervisor of the maintenance depaqment appears to have

relatively few contacts with the employees who actually carry out the tasks.

Moreover, the employees in this department have a different union from the

rest of the employees, and the union officer seams to haVe considerably

greater contact with employees than does the department supervisor. This

officer does not view interdependency management as.one of his union's re-

sponsibilities. He communicates only infrequently with the department

supervisor. I$ addition, neither the union officer.nor the supervisor has

frequent contacts with the platit manager, the assistant plant manager, or

with any of the department foremen. Almost all the contacts between member

)of the maintenance department and other personnel occurs when employees or

foremen in the production or distribution depattments seek out maintenance

personnel directly, and these contacts almost always are brought on by

machine failure. The union officer concerns himself primarily with reviewing

Sctivities to insure their compliance with the contract. .The supervisor is

concerned with implementing management policies; however, his interaction
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patterns often prevent him from getting the information accessary to carry

these policies out. The maintenance supervisor, therefore, seems ineffec-

tive precisely because of a mismatch between the influence/resppsibility

network on the onethand and the communication/interdependence patterns on

\

the other. Isolated from others, he often is.unabl,e to respond to manage-

tent directives or to manage interdependencies between his employees and

other departments. As a result, ,these interdependencies are managed in a

haphazard fashion by the mechanics themselves. Besides the workflow dis-

ruptions thia'mismatCh causes, the mechanics acquire considerable power

in the overall system. By end - running the authority network, mechanics c

prevent management frOm altering the communicationapatterns. The cen-

tralized administrative system breaks down, and change becomes difficult

if not impossible to administrate.

The example of this plant, though fictitious, is not particularly, unusual.

The events I have described, and others like them, happen all the time. The

important point here, though, is not whether the example is on is not realis-

tic. Rather, I am trying to demonstrate the potential utility of observing

simultaneous positioning of individuals in different networks. By overlaying

the communication network on the authority and workflow interdependence net-

works, we may be able to identify link pin individuals, to anticipate some

organizational problems, and to explain others. The perspective seems to .

have considerable potential for diagnosipg organizational problems. Our

intention here, however, is to investigate it% utility for explaining in-

,l

dividual attitudes and-Vehavior in organizations. It is t4 this issue that

we' 114 how turn.

Structural Networks and Individual Attitudes and Behavior

The possible associations between location in the cOmmunication iletwork

and individual attitudes and behavior is perhaps the easiest to specify.
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People get a

with others.

unavailable.

are likely to have views similar to one another'aad different from the views

held by members of other clusters. This is especially likely to be'the case

when the clusters themselveshave stable patterns of relationships with-one'

another. In the plant I currently am studying, for example, there are on-

19

good deal of what they view as reality from their interactions

This is especially true when physical cues are ambiguous or

Thqse who cluster together in communication networks, therefore,

going cliques which are internally cohesive but have strained relations whph4

each other. When members of one clique decide one Nay, members of other

cliques seem almost duty'bound to believe (and state) the opposite. This is

not unusual; however; it illustrates the potential utility of identifying

communication nemorks.when trying to understand and explain individuai level

phenomena in organizations.

It also may be' useful to focus upon relationships among networks. My

organization, I think it isjair to say, operates on a traditional "theory X"

philosophy. The hierarchical structure operates from the top dowd, and, con-,

sistent with"reports by Julian (1966), Rosengren (L964), and others, it exper- o

iehces blockages in upward communication as a result. There are expressio

of distrust, and frequently people at lower levels withhold information that

would be of value to management. By altering this structure, management

presumably could alter these dysfunctional communication patterns. In fact;

currently'i is trying to do so. By egtablishing

ea;,

joint labor-management

committee d by giving thii committee considerable influence, management has
t-=

..x,_ .

already altered interaction and commu ion 'f- patterns..1,

Its too early to tell whether this c will change many people attitudes

e.
and behaior; however, the signs are that it. will. Already some have become

aware of/ the ()Pinions and perspectives of those with whom they eviously
_-----

.,.'..
cz

. ,
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had had only martinll contact. This seems to have broadened the views and

even altered the behavior (e.g., who sits with whom in the cafeteria) of some

employees, particularly the members ofthe

Changes in structural arrangements could effeek changes in individual
.

attitudes and behavior in yet other ways. Returning to our fi,ctitoUs example,
4

0

considerable pressure is placed upon foremen, because they are ,the only links
. .

for managing interdepartmental interdependence . What wouldAlappea if the

authority network were not organized at ninety,

dependence network ?_ What if all employees whO

degrees tte the workflow inter-

were interdependent in their'

work were to report to the same supervisor? The entire complexion of the

organization probably would change. Individual foremen would then become

criticql links intergrating the activities of their,own subordinates, rather

than links between their subordinates (who'are not thesOelves interdependent)

.and the subordinates of another foreman. Interaction patterns, presumab

would move more vertically, and, &reran, the interdependence and authority

networks would be more compatible. This would put much less burden'on the

communication network and, perhaps, the communication problems would decline

'in frequency and impact. The foremen would feel, less pressure; they would be
L

interacting more with their own subordinates; and,'perhaps, they therefore

would be more likely to share common peripectives with them rather with other
. 4)

foremen. Thisof course, may be too facile a solution. The workflow might
'

have been oriainzdat ninety degrees to the authority network for a reason.

For example, cultural differences might preclude effective direct cooperation

- /
# among employees in production and distribution. The suggested,alteration

,
-jay simply exchange tension between the workflow and authority networks for

tension between the authority network and a status network which is imported

from, the culture in which the organization is imbedded. Moreover, a communi-
v

cation network might not be able to manage the latter tension nearly as well

22
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as it could the former.. If such a change occurrs, however, it is almost cer-

tain to affect individual attitudes and behavior -- for good or ill. As noted

earlier it would affect the information people receive, the opintons they

hear, the problems they'face (and who they face them with), and their ability

to act in ways they feel is right. Without going into detail specifying these

dynamics, let me-report on two findings we have made whicH document the utility

of the propoied approach. ',Neither of them deal with communication networks,

I

buthothoof them look at some of the implcations of overlapping networks for

individual job satisfaction.

Both these examples are taken from an organization we have been studying

for some time. The organization produces complerengineering designs. One

of the problems encountered in preparrag;..these designs is the integration of

the thousands of specifications so that the final product will work properly.

Conduit sizes must mesh with load requirements; switch boards mutt 'anticipate

the direction of input and output wiring; structures must be designed tp sup-
.

port and house equipment. Whenever eves a single specification is changed at

the last minute, there are hundreds and sometimes thousands of additional

changes which must be made to accomodate this one alteration. In short, the

people who put these designs together are reciprocally interdependent (Thompson,

1967). Anything one of them does can affect what each of the others must do

and
.

:44d*a. Thompson.argues that people who are reciprocally interdepen-

dent must be allowed to manage their own interdependencies through a process

of mutual adjustment. This means that the engineersLe wore studying had to

be free to change their plans as they saw fit. From the network perspective,

the influence network had to map onto the interdependence network. The nu-

L
thority and interdependence networks also have to be "in sink". We studied

both of these overlaps.
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' We speculated that engineers who were highly 'reciprocally interdpendent4

would have to have a high degree of influence over their own work activities

I
if they were to be satisfied in their jobs. Otherwise,,Ahey would. be strung

out between the demands of their jobs and their inability to respond to these

demands. In addition, those who had influence over their own activities and

were reciprocally interdependent were likely to have a great deal of leverage
*

in thilorganizatioS. They would be able get others, their supervisors and

co-workers, to respond to ,,their needs and wishes. Others would be depending

on them and they would be in a position to exercise discretion over how they

responded to this dependence. Without going into detail, this is precisely

what we found. Engineers who had influence.over,their own work and were

reciprocally interdependent with others tended also. to feet that their super-

visors and co-workers were responsive. These engineers also were more satis-

fed with their job. When engineers were not in highly reciprocal relation-
.

sips with others, influence over their own work was not associated with either

satisfaction or with others' responsiveness to their needs and wishes. From

a network perspect ve, when the influence network matched, the needs specified

by the interdependence network, employees received the responsiveness they

required'and were more satisfied with their jobs. When the patterns of inter-

dependence did not require that personnel be able to manage their activities

through a process of mutual adjuStment, their location in the influence net-

work was unassociated with others' receptivity or with their own satisfaction.

(For a more detailed description of the study and these findings, see Feather

and Hoch,' 1976). .

Flushed with the-success of our initial findings, we set about to look

at another type of
4

pendence nets with

overlapping membership: that which matched work interde-

authority nets. Supervisors in this organization often
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found theselver in a bind. They were responsible for getting the design com-

pleted, yet the r employees dependend heavilyi-upon engineers outside the super-
4

visor's immedia:e jurisdiction. Supervisorscould!not demand that their sub-

ordinates perf)rm well when their subordinates' performance depended primarily
o

upon someone .ver whom the supervisor had no control. In short, the necessities

of the workflow often forced a mismatch between the authority network and the

interdependence network. We were interested in finding out what implications

this-had for supervisory style. We speculated that engineers who were higly

interdependent with others outside their own work group would treed supervisors

who were facilitative rather than directive. Directive supervisors, we felt,

would be'mere effective when employees were not depeopdent on others outside

their supervisors'jurisdiction. Unfortunately, the data did not support our

hypotheses;.however, there were son very interesting diffetences. When

neers were high* interdependent with others outside their supervisor's immedi-

ate Jurisdiction, either delegative or controlling supervisory' styles were

associated with smooth coordination. Facilitative behaviors had no impact.

It was almoSt as though suPervisors caught in the authority-interdependence

mismatch could delegate authority or exercize control. Either way could work,

so long as one strategy of the other was applied. Just being helpful, however,

had no effect. Things were exactlithe opposite when the authority and the

interdependence nets were congruent. When engineers were not higny inter-
N-

dependent with others outside their own work group, facilitative styles,

rather than either delegative or controlling styles, were associated with

smooth-coordination. It appeared that supervisors:lin this organization could

effect smooth coordination by being facilitative, but only when they were alt

faced with pubordinates who depended upon (or were depended upon by) people

outside their jurisdiction. :Overall, then, the-impact of supervisory style

, 125
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seemed to depend upon the match or mismatch betwee; the authority and workflow

interdepend:nce'networks. We have only reported the impact of style on the

. ,

extent to Which employees felt that work activities were smoothly coordinated.

Employees who felt that their work was well coordinated with others also that

they had good relttionahips with people in their own And in other groups, and

these people. also were more satisfied, with their jobs. The interface between

the authority and interdependence networks, and the implicItions of this over-

lap for supervisory'style, therefore, seemed to have significant implications

for individual attitudes on the job. (For a more detailed description of the

study and, these findiniseee ioch and Fehther,.19761
,

These two examples, where the influence and interdependence nets over-

lapped and where the authority Eend infirderendente net overlapped,, do not

rove.the ut ity of 'a network perspective for understandingindividual atti-

'tudes and_behav r. tinc either example dealt with communication networks;

they alto don't provethe-utility o_idintifying suchlnetworks for explaining

individuol level phenomena. 'Ort%tfle other hand4;the'examples are verysugges-

e. They eeepresent the first two times have

sioective, and Chi viewpant'has allowed us o ob

applied the network per-
t

erve significant individual

diffences in the workplace.. impiricall , we toda ehatie dealt only with till&

4 mnitho4ti, Ak,glunce, and interd ependen e networks. It was our success with
A

these that gOt us thinking of eXpanding o communication and other areas.

!As notediarlier*Xcommunication networkSplay # central role in our current

research, and we expect them tp add significantly to Our grOerstandiug of the

impact that organization structure has Opon individual attitudes and'behavior.

Summary

'Ttilipional structural variables have not lent themselves to explaining

individual level phenomena in organization While associations between

411
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structure and individual aviAudes #nd behavior have been observed, much needs

to be done to explain why these relationships occur. Observing organizations

and seeing some'of the problems they face first-hand, it appears that indivi-

duals are affected by thOse whom they talk to, by their workflow interdepen-

dencies, and by other stable systemmatic relationships in which they find

themselves. One such set of'relationships reflected in communication or

interaction behavior, has been'overlooked and underresearchea; it seems that

this area might offer a particularly useful bridge between structural and

individual level-concerns.

Traditional structural dimensions tend to reflect global attributes of .

whole organizations. Communication behavior, on the other hand, is essentially

relational, mirroring attributes of relationships among social actors. Empha-

sizing communication behavior, therefore, forces the researcher to reconceptu-

alize what is meant by structure." Structure comes to be viewed as stable pat-

terns of behavior which characterize social systems. As an attribute of the

system rather than a characteristic of individual members, structure becomes

as essentially relational as communication behavior. Communication behavior.

in specific and structure in general come to be viewed from the organizational

point of view as networks which specify relationships among members. From

the members' point of view, structure referrs to individuals' places within

the networks. Given this, traditional structural dimensions may bereconcep-

tualizeeto refer to characteristics of discreet networks, rather than attri-

lutes of entire organizations: Organizations then come to be viewed as system,

of overlapping and interacting networks such as communication, influence, status.

friendship, and so on.

Networks in orgfinizations might affect individual attitudes and behavior

both directly and throughinteraetion with other networks. Directly, the

27
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communication network determines who people receive their information from.

This information, along with the tendency for groups to construct their own

versions of reality in the absence of clear-cut physical, cues, is likely to

play a large role in determining individuals' resOnses to the workplace.

The interdependence network is likely to play a role in determining the pro-

blems that individuals face at work. Some are overlaoded with interdepen-

dencies; others are perhaps "underloaded", with too few interdependencies to

make them feel that they are needed. The authority network determines the

locus at which decisions can be made to alter structural arrangements. It

can have a significant impact on individual behavior.

Interactively, networks might affect individual attitudes and behavior

by virtue of the fact most individuals hold different positions simultaneously

in more than one network. The supervisor who has authority but is not in a cen-

tral position in the communicatiJn network is not only likely to exhibit frus-

tration and a sense of powerlessness; he/she'also may attempt to exercize

authority with insufficient information and adversely affect others' behavior.

Lower-level persons upon whom many others are dependent can affect others'

behavior by virtu of their location in the communication network. If they

are central to the network, they might convert others' dependance-into their

3 14*
own power. If they are not, they may base their actions on what little infor-

mation they have , and this will be determined in part by who they communicate
A

with.

A network approach to conceptualizing organization structure is not new;

nor are the hypotheses this perspective generates particularly insightful.

The surprising thing-about the network approach is not its novelty but the

-fact that it has so seldom been tried. Recently, several researchers have

begun to-move in this dilictron. .The network perspectiromisesr.to help

28
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us understand structural determinants of individual attitudes and behavior.

Por those who are convinced that structure affects individuals in systematic

ways, the network approach might help close the gap between structural and

individual level variables.
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